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1.0 SUMMARY

The former tower windmill at Craggs Row, Preston, constructed as a corn mill and 

believed to date from the late eighteenth century or early nineteenth century, is the last

remaining structure of its type in the city. Historic images depict the centre of Preston 

in the mid nineteenth century as having windmills and steaming chimneys side by 

side, at a time when rapid industrial growth, principally through textile manufacture, 

was sweeping the region. Eventually steam power and industrial processing (of corn 

as well as cotton etc) became dominant within the ever-growing urban core, and in 

time the windmill’s and other vestiges of agriculture production within Preston began 

to disappear from the urban environment. That the mill at Craggs Row remains, albeit 

without its sails and with an interior stripped bare, is down to both good fortune and

years of active preservation including more recently the statutory protection afforded 

by grade II listed status (listed in 1968). But as with all such buildings, the financial 

reality of obsolescence threatened the inevitable path of dilapidation and demolition. 

However, in 2007 the building was acquired by a new owner who has since submitted 

and had approved plans to convert the building (with a proposed new extension) into 

two domestic dwellings. Work to begin this process is due to start imminently and is 

programmed to be complete some time in 2009. Owing to the historic significance of 

the site, Preston City Council has made it a condition of Planning and Listed Building 

Consent approval that the windmill is recorded before conversion begins. This will 

secure a permanent account of the building for future research and learning purposes.

This document represents the building record, offering written, drawn and 

photographic depictions of the site alongside an historical interpretation of the 

structure, including coverage of past function and development.

September 2008
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Purpose and Format

This record has been prepared in response to conditions attached to planning and 

listed building consent permission for the conversion of the subject building, as issued

by Preston City Council (planning application ref: 06/2008/0356).

The format of the record follows guidance contained in the English Heritage 

Publication ‘Understanding Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practise’ 

(February 2006) and in accordance with the methods of recording required by 

Lancashire County Council’s Environment Directorate.

2.02 The Author

Chris O'Flaherty, the author, is a Chartered Building Surveyor and professional

member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (MRICS). With a background 

in the surveying and repair of historic buildings, the author is a lecturer in 

architectural conservation at the University of Central Lancashire and holds a Masters

Degree in Building Heritage and Conservation.

2.03 Methods of Investigation and Recording

Visual inspections of the property, carried out in September 2008, were completed 

with the aid of existing layout plans provided by the owners. Check dimensions were

taken to verify the accuracy of these drawings and photographs were taken as a 

desktop source of reference. Digital photographs and drawings are provided within 

the record for reference purposes: the photographs are mainly contained in section 4 

and a full set of record drawings are contained in appendix ‘A’. A plan indicating the 

location of each photograph is given at the start of section 4. The digital images 

correspond to matching traditional black and white photographs (and negatives) that 

form part of the archive deposition (see below). The exterior black and white 

photographs were taken using a medium format camera: the interior shots were taken 

on 35mm film (Ilford HP5) using a Canon EOS 1000F automatic SLR camera.
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2.04 Archiving: Index of Archive

A copy of the printed Record forms part of an archive deposition held at Lancashire 

Record Office, Bow Lane, Preston. The full contents of this archive are indexed 

below:

A4 paper, colour printed version of the written record with associate 

photographic (digital) and drawn records

Black and white photographs and negatives, matching those digital images 

contained with the printed record – comprising medium format exterior and 

35mm format interior shots, all on Ilford HP5 film.
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3.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

3.1 Site Location

The site is located at National Grid Reference SD 5371 3000 and is situated on the 

corner of Craggs Row and Singleton Row to the north of Preston City centre.

3.2 Site Description

The building sits roadside and is fronted by the pedestrian pavements of Craggs Row 

to the west and Singleton Row to the south. To the north and east the building sits up 

against the boundary of a secure car park belonging to Lancashire Constabulary. 

Although fully visible from the west and south, direct access to the base of the 

building fronting the aforementioned car park was not possible at the time of 

recording. The building comprises the main tapering cylindrical tower (six levels) 

with an attached two storey gabled extension to the south. A site plan is given below 

in figure 1.

Figure 1. Site Plan (extract of BBD site plan)

3.3 Topography

The windmill occupies an elevated site on the crest of small hill immediately to the 

north of Preston city centre. The selection of site was of course crucial to the 

building’s function when built. Surrounding land use is mixed, with new apartment 

blocks to the west and south. The campus of the University of Central Lancashire is a 
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short distance to the west of the building. Preston’s main commercial and shopping 

centre is within a quarter of a mile to the south.

4.0 BUILDING RECORD

4.1 Orientation

The main windmill tower sits to the north of the two storey addition part. Due to 

access limitations, references to orientation will generally be made based upon visual 

inspection standing on either Craggs Row or Singleton Row with descriptors referring 

to the approximate compass direction of features of interest (eg. the loading doors are 

located on the western facing side of the windmill). For clarity refer to figure 1.

4.2 Overview - Building Plan and Materials

The windmill tower is circular in plan which tapers in height and splays at the base. It 

is arranged over six levels. To the south there is an attached two storey addition, 

rectangular in plan. The windmill is brick enclosing walls which taper in thickness 

and have a rendered finish to the exterior. The ground floor is solid concrete; the 

floors above are suspended timber, which generally comprise two principal support 

beams carrying secondary joists and boards above. To each floor there is a central

hatch leaving a clear unobstructed vertical drop though the building that once housed 

the vertical drive spindle/axle. Each floor is open plan; vertical access is via ladder 

stairs. To the western side of the tower there is a three storey projecting brick loading 

bay structure which is open to the west and which has loading doors to each of the 

three lower floors. To the soffit of this hooding structure there remains a hoist/pulley.

The roof of the windmill could not be accessed: it is believed to comprise a flat felted 

structure which replaces the former windmill cap, probably conical, that turned to face 

the wind and housed/supported the sails and machinery (‘windshaft’) at the top of the 

building. The two storey addition to the north has solid brick walls beneath a slate 

covered gable roof formed of purlin and rafter construction with a central a-frame

truss.
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4.3 Photographic Record

There follows a photographic record of the building with supporting captions 

describing elements of significance and interest. The location and direction of each 

photo is shown on figure 3 below.

Figure 2. Location plans of photographs
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3. The windmill tower with two storey addition in the foreground viewed from the
south west. Note the three storey brick hood to the loading doors that face west. 
Circular pattress plates can also be to the centre of the tower: these are the 
restraining caps to iron tie bars that span across the building interior at fourth floor 
level. The brickwork to the loading bay hood may be of similar age to that of the two 
storey addition. Historic photographs show that the hood is not an ‘original’ feature.
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4. Detail of the brick hooding to the western facing loading doors. Note the soffit to
the concrete flat roof with iron bars and pulley wheel serving the former hoist. 
Concrete and iron cross beams/lintels at intermediate show that this feature is 
unlikely to date from original construction (late eighteenth century)
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5. Western elevation of the two storey addition with adjoining tower. The lack of 
glazing to the ground storey of the addition and the ‘garage’ door (figure 3) show 
that this part was most recently used for garaging/storage and delivery (storage space 
at upper level served buy the two western windows). 
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6. Western side of the tower showing windows to the three upper storeys and banding 
decoration
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7. Northern side of the tower showing windows to first, second floors and fourth 
floors (north side). The second floor window retains projecting cheeks that suggest 
this might have once been hooded, possibly a loading door. 
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7a. Eastern side
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7b, Detail of the cap with four course brick on edge parapet.

8. Interior ground floor of two storey addition, showing this structure to be of fairly 
recent construction
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9. First floor of two storey addition looking to adjoining windmill tower and showing, 
perhaps, the trowelled finish of former rendering to the tower exterior (it is now 
smooth on the outside). The clean line of abutment shows that the tower was built 
before the addition

10. Ground floor level in the tower, looking up through the centre of the building
showing openings to each floor (stage) level through which the mills vertical drive 
shaft would have been sited. The size of these openings further suggest that this was 
also a route of vertical connection for the passage of materials/produce and possibly 
human access (although stairs are also present to the perimeter)
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11. Ground floor level in the windmill, looking to western entry, showing mid support 
post to principal cross beams (charred). To the floor, evidence of posts in the other 
positions can be seen, although whether these were remedial insertions or original 
features is unclear. Past the post is the door into the two storey addition. Either side 
of this door are piers carrying the principal beams. Through the opening to the first 
floor above the first floor loading door to the west wall can also be seen.
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12. Ground floor looking to north, again showing piers carrying the principal support
beams which span north to south. Here again there is a mid support post and the 
timbers in the vicinity are all badly charred.

13. Ground floor looking to south wall with ladder stair up to first floor. Note that the 
boarding to the first floor above is clearly replacement, machined timber (softwood)
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14. Upper storey of the two storey addition showing A-frame braced truss with rafters 
and felted roof over (looking to the south end)

15. Upper floor of addition, general view looking south
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16. First floor of the tower, looking to the western loading door with secondary floor 
joists above and brick pier framing to the door which extend out to form the hooding 
structure to the exterior. The beam in the foreground has been strengthened by the 
strapping (with iron bracket) of a supplementary timber the underside, possibly due to 
decay of the beam end built into the outer wall. Supplementary timbering and 
metalwork is present in many locations suggesting the common need to repair and 
strengthen floors in the past.
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17. Strengthening and repairs of first floor beams showing general problem of 
deterioration of timbers where built into the perimeter walls

18. Underside of second floor – insertion of strengthening and replacement steel 
structure due to presumed deterioration and failure of former timber structure. The 
ground, first and second floors were probably dedicated for storage when the mill 
was built, hence the need for particular strength at these levels
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19. First floor, general view, looking to door through to the addition, showing also 
the incoming and departing ladder stair openings and the central hole hatch. The 
principal beams for the second floor above can also be seen. 

20. First floor looking to south
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21. First floor, looking to east showing remaining post and floor hatches above and 
below. A wheel can be seen to the floor above (see later pictures): this possibly 
converted the drive of the main vertical shaft to power subsidiary machinery (eg. 
subsidiary to the main milling process) such as flour dressers and perhaps hoists 
which were commonly situated on the lower two/three floors of a tower mill. In some 
parts more evidence of past machinery can be seen – see later photos – however past 
flooring repairs appear to have erased much of the evidence one might wish to 
encounter.
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22. Second floor, looking up to timbers of third floor structure above. Here a curved 
section of the principal beam has been removed, presumably to house a spinning 
wheel/cog. Through interpretation of such evidence, it appears likely that the 
windmill was built with two pairs of millstones sited upon the third floor level which 
were driven from below (e.g. under the floor structure and commonly known as the 
‘under-driven’ method). The shaped timber in the picture shows where this under-
driven machinery was housed including the regulating ‘governor’and various cogs .
That the floor to ceiling height at second floor level is significantly higher than 
elsewhere shows the spatial capacity for housing this machinery below the third floor 
millstones.
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23. As 22, but showing the opposite end of the same main beam – hence proving the 
presence of two sets of millstones rather than merely one. In a building of this size 
two sets of stones (at least) would be expected. That the floor above does not have any 
holes/housing for power delivery up to the millstones shows that the floor has been re-
boarded.
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24. Second floor, support post to a principal beam. Note also the iron support show 
into which the beam bears which, rather than a remedial measure, appears to be an 
original feature providing additional strengthening to these crucial timbers
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25. Second floor, looking to the east side with the head of mill showing the top of 
drive wheel set centrally beneath the principal beams to the floor above. A series of 
photos follow that show this wheel in more detail.
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26. As 25, showing the entire wheel with hatch through to floor below. The exact 
purpose of this wheel has not been determined, although it is likely to have been part 
of a sack hoist mechanism for the vertical movement of grain sacks up to the hoppers 
that fed the millstones. The hoist was probably driven directly by the wallower (the 
main wheel at the head of the central shaft) which no longer exists.
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27. The channelling to the presumed sack hoist wheel shows that it once drove a belt 
(or was driven by a belt). The metal bars to the axle behind the wheel would have 
been keeps for the hoists rope spindle
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28. The sack hoists wheel, alternative view.
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29. Second floor, general view to loading door on western side

30. Third floor, showing fireplace to southern side. The provision of a heat source to 
this level indicates that this floor was most commonly occupied by those working in 
the mill, this being the floor where the millstones were sited.
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31. Third floor, general view looking to ladder stairs to the south side of the mill. No 
evidence of millstone housing etc. remain since the floor boarding has been replaced.

32. Third floor, looking to fireplace to south side.
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33. Ladder stair from third to fourth floor
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34. Fourth floor – remains of motorised hoists mechanism attached to inserted steel 
trimmer beam. This hoist appears to have been used for lifting items for storage to 
each floor level through the hatches central to each floor structure. The hatches are 
far larger than the original hole formed for the main vertical shaft, and as stated 
elsewhere it appears that all floors have been re-boarded.
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35. Fourth floor, looking up to fifth floor timbers. Here notching of principal beams 
again indicates where machinery would have been sited, however there is insufficient 
to properly interpret the nature of such machinery. Given the presumed arrangement 
of machinery as discussed earlier, it is likely that the fourth floor was the level where 
grain was emptied into hoppers that fed the millstones on the level below. Notching 
etc. here therefore might have been related to the hopper structures, of which there 
were presumably two feeding the two sets of millstones.
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36. The hoist motor at fourth floor level. Note the rotten fifth floor boarding above 
which prevented safe access to the higher levels of the building

37. Hatch in centre of fourth floor
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38. Fourth floor general view

39. fourth floor showing ladder stair to fifth floor against northern side of the tower
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40. Fourth floor, looking to window on east side

41. Fourth floor looking to south side
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42. Fifth floor, looking to principal beams of sixth floor above and new boarding 
over. Access to the sixth floor was not possible: this is the level of the original mill 
cap which has been removed.

43. As 42.
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44. Fifth floor geberal view

45. fifth floor, showing modern plastic pipe draining presumed flat capping roof 
above
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46. Hatch to centre of fifth floor

47. Sixth floor structure showing drain pipe
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5.0 INTERPRETATION

Whilst the former windmill at Craggs Row is certainly the last remaining structure of 

its type in Preston, there are differing views as to when it was constructed. The 

statutory listing description for the building, given below, suggests the mill was built 

during the early nineteenth century, whereas various reports elsewhere1 (some from 

notably less reliable sources) tend to suggest that the building originates from the 

latter part of the eighteenth century. Hunt (1992) mentions the building specifically 

and includes a photograph dated c.1895, however the accompanying caption, whilst 

mentioning a date of 1777, is somewhat ambiguous in that it uses the phrases ‘corn 

mill’ and ‘cotton mill’ in its commentary of the building and site. No definitive date 

has thus been found for the building’s construction, however it seems reasonable to 

suggest that mill originated at some time c.1800.

PRESTON SD5329NE CRAGGS ROW 941-1/9/88 (East side) 12/06/50 
Windmill II Tower of former windmill. Probably early C19; altered. Red brick 
(now mostly rendered and painted red with 3 white bands). Circular plan. Six 
stages, tapering and waisted slightly (bottle-shaped); 3-stage rectangular
loading slot projected on south-west side, and 3 small square windows 
vertically aligned above this; some other windows towards rear. Flat modern 
cap replacing missing superstructure. Only surviving example in the town, and 
one of the few survivors in the county. 

Listing Description (English Heritage)

What can be said with more certainty is that the building is a ‘tower’ mill, as 

opposed to a ‘post’ or ‘smock’ mill, constructed for the milling of corn. The essential 

difference between tower mills and post mill (smock mills similar in operation to 

tower mills) is that whilst the post mill revolves in its entirety around a central post, a 

tower mill is of fixed construction, usually brick or stone, with a revolving cap that 

carries the sails and positions the mill for best benefit depending on the direction of 

the prevailing wind. Tower mills were more commonly found in the northwest region, 

with post mills more prevalent in other areas of the country, notably the south east and 

east Anglia. Of those windmills that survive within the northwest all are of the tower 

mill variety. The windmill at Craggs Row is now without its cap and sails and has 

1 Lancashire Evening Post, Iconic windmill set for revamp, article dated 20th April – stated with some
certainty that the building was constructed in 1760.
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also lost the vast majority of its internal fittings, machinery and indeed evidence of 

past function – all as covered in the photographic record. It therefore stands 

principally as a tower with a replacement flat roof and some fragmentary evidence of 

its original operational form. In order to interpret the configuration of this form, it has 

been necessary to piece together the physical evidence that remains in the building 

along with various sources of documentary information relating both to the subject 

building and windmills as a building type. This has led to the following interpretation 

of Craggs Row windmill, as already discussed in part through the captions that 

accompany the photographic record.

The windmill is constructed of clay brickwork, presumably from a local

source. Historic photographs2 show that whilst the brickwork is now rendered it was 

originally exposed: as in most cases, it is presumed that rendering was applied to 

arrest problems of deterioration and damp penetration to the brickwork (such damp 

penetration could in turn explain those problems of timber decay noted to the building 

interior). In terms of its physical form, the windmill when built would have essentially 

comprised the tower with a cap/roof that carried the sails and machinery to the

interior. The cap could have been one of a variety of shapes, the most popular in the 

region having been gabled, conical or domed in appearance. It would have rotated

upon a ‘curb’, which was the wall plate or rim to the top of the masonry tower – e.g.

presumably at the level of the existing brick parapet. The sails would have been 

inclined, following the line of the tower and terminating some way clear of ground 

level. It is possible that for the joint purpose of maintenance and rotation of the cap a 

perimeter stage was cantilevered off the tower at second or third storey level, 

accessible from the tower and secured with a guardrail. The need for such a stage 

disappeared with the arrival of the fantail towards the end of the eighteenth century,

the fantail being a cap-mounted small sail-wheel on the opposite side of the main sails 

which effectively revolved the cap for the sails to meet the wind. An engraving of

Preston’s skyline dated 18423 depicts a number of windmills in the town centre, some

with and some without staging. The best evidence, albeit inconclusive, for the 

presence of staging at Craggs Windmill can be seen on a photo dated 1895 (Hunt 

2 http://www.lantern.lancashire.gov.uk/ - The Lancashire Lantern web resource offers a selection of 
photographic images dating from the mid twentieth century showing the building without render. These 
images are also found in various texts: Hunt (1992, p.68) shows a photograph dated 1895.
3 http://www.lantern.lancashire.gov.uk/
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1992) which appears to show a series of stones/blocks in a band around the perimeter

of the brick tower at second floor level. These could have been anchoring points for a 

stage or possibly the cut ends of former stage support beams.

In terms of the interior, each floor is likely to have performed a different

function based upon the most efficient and practicable use of both the space available 

and the mechanical systems. Dealing with each floor/level in turn, the following 

interpretation of interior function may be suggested (presuming ladder stair access for 

vertical movement):

Ground level – access to the building for workers and the delivery and 

despatch of raw materials/produce. To some degree the two storey addition 

(not believed to be an original part of the building) augmented this function, 

although the aforementioned photograph of 1895 (Hunt 1992) suggests that 

the addition might have replaced an earlier, more squat building of similar 

shape which had more windows and a chimney. This could therefore have

been habitable space, possibly the miller’s dwelling.

First floor – again for storage and also possibly for housing the flour dresser. 

The flour dresser was a machine for separating the flour from the rest of the 

cornmeal.

Second floor – housed the meal shoots into which the milled corn would be 

deposited directly from the millstones to the third floor level above. As 

described in the photo record, it appears the stones were under-driven by small 

cogwheels engaged with a large central cogwheel affixed to the bottom end of 

the rotating central shaft (all below the third floor structure). The need to 

house such machinery explains the greatest floor to ‘ceiling’ dimension at 

second floor level. The bottom wheel of the sack hoist was also located at this 

level, enabling the vertical movement of corn to the hoppers (fourth floor),

corn that had entered the building possibly via the second floor loading door 

off the road.

Third floor – the millstones were floor mounted and driven from below. This 

level was provided with a fireplace which shows that it was the space most

commonly occupied.

Fourth floor – holding the hoppers into which the corn was emptied and then 

fed to the millstones via grain shoots.
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Fifth floor – essentially the level that formed the base of the cap with all of the 

principal drive machinery, including the windshaft (with sails to the exterior),

the windshaft wheel driving the wallower (a horizontal wheel at the head of 

the central shaft) and, possibly, the fantail to the ‘rear’. The windshaft wheel 

also drove the sack-hoist. The cap rotated upon the curb.

Figure 48 gives a basic visual depiction of how the interior might have operated based 

on the above interpretation.

Figure 48. Working Section – indicating the interior arrangement of the windmill 
when operational
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As mentioned earlier, whilst the windmill at Craggs Row represents an

unusual feature of the city’s current skyline, in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries the milling of corn using wind power was relatively commonplace. After all,

there was a fast-growing local population to feed and in the absence of fast flowing

water the use of windmills, particularly where elevation provided favourable weather 

conditions, was an entirely practical and well proven solution. Indeed it was only with 

the arrival of steam powered roller mills, which alongside speed of production could

also satisfy the demand for whiter flour, that the windmill began to fall out of favour

and disappear from at first the urban and then rural landscape. 

Owing to their very specific function, windmills were generally incapable of 

conversion/re-use once left idle by the preference for steam-powered processing. This 

accounts for their current scarcity, in either their complete or altered form, particularly 

in the urban context where pressure on land supply demanded demolition and site 

clearance. That the windmill at Craggs Row survives appears in part due to good 

fortune and in part because of past efforts to preserve this rare example of vernacular

architecture. In 1950 the building was afforded the statutory protection of listing (it is 

a grade II listed building) and the benefits of listing came to the fore in the 1960’s

when the structure was carefully protected during the construction of multi-storey

social housing blocks. These blocks, known locally as the Moor Lane flats, were later 

demolished in the late 1990’s at which time due care was once again taken in the 

demolition process in order to preserve the Craggs Row windmill.

As with most obsolete buildings, however, not even statutory protection can

assure a future where they appear incapable of an economically viable purpose.

Mindful of this, recent proposals to convert (and extend) the building into apartments

have been looked upon favourably by Preston City Council who have recognised that 

preservation of the building even in a significantly altered form is preferable to the 

eventual loss of this important heritage asset.

September 2008
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APPENDIX ‘A’ – DRAWN RECORD
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